CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

In this chapter, the researcher presents the conclusion and suggestion related to the research findings and discussion.

A. Conclusion

Based on the findings of the research, the conclusion can be drawn as the following:

1. The ability of fourth semester students in reading article comprehension as it is indicated by their summary writings are, in content criteria they have unacceptable ability, in topic sentence criteria they have below average ability, in supporting details criteria they have good ability and in paraphrase criteria they also have good ability.

2. Most of students’ answers based on the interview, their achievement in each criterion in the rubric when summarizing the article is influenced by the personal factors of each individual. In addition, some difficult phrases and too many ideas in the article are other factors that influence their achievement.
B. Suggestion

Based on the result of the study, the researcher would like to give some suggestion for the lecturer, students, readers and further researcher.

1. For lecturer

   After knowing fourth semester students’ ability in each criterion in reading article comprehension as it is indicated by their summary writings, the lecturer should improve the teaching learning process in English Teacher Education Department in UIN Sunan Ampel Surabaya, the lecturer should also motivate them to develop their ability in comprehending reading passage by giving interesting text for example. Besides, the lecture also should teach them about what and how good summary is and the elements that constitute a successful summary.

2. For students

   The students should practice to comprehend reading passages continually to be skilled readers. They should improve their ability by trying to like reading and making reading for pleasure, because reading skill can improve general language skills in English.
3. For readers

After knowing that reading comprehension is essential for academic success, the readers also should know that by reading comprehension they will get new knowledge. Therefore, the readers should try to like reading and practice summarizing to recall what they have read.

4. For further researcher

Because of the importance of reading comprehension, especially for students in university, the further researcher can do research about the students’ reading comprehension related to other method, not summary.